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Announcements

Our Writers:

~ Anne Whitehouse's poem, "One Summer Day on the Number One Train" 
is now directly featured on The Writer’s Almanac:

http://writersalmanac.org/episodes/20160713/

Her latest collection, Meteor Shower, is now available from Dos Madres 
Press. We had the pleasure of featuring a number of its penetrating poems 
in our pages. This collection "offers us a constellation of clandestine 
conversations within the cosmic trajectories of our lives, penetrating 
darkness with light" to "express what / we might not say otherwise." For 
more information, see ad on Submission Guidelines page.

https://www.dosmadres.com/

~ Michael Tidemann's short story collection, The Elk was recently reviewed 
in The Bismarck Tribune. His author page is available at 
amazon.com/author/michaeltidemann.

~ Bill Mesce's novel, A Cold and Distant Place was the winner in the 
e-fiction category of the Eric Hoffer Awards, as well as short-listed for the 
Grand Prize and a finalist for their Montaigne Medal. 

Our Artists:

~ Exhibit information for artist Linda Bigness:
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"Recent works by Linda Bigness in oil and encaustic reflect the urban 
landscape with layered textured paintings and sculptural objects. With an 
eye towards beauty and rhythm, the viewer is drawn into the unseen 
dwellings of decay and human existence."

Exhibit Dates: August 26th-October 22nd, 2016

Opening Reception: Thursday, September 1st (5:30pm-7:30pm)

Artist Talk: 6:00pm

Tyler Art Gallery 
SUNY Oswego-Metro Center
Syracuse, NY

Our Publication:

~ By the end of 2015, we had been read in 80 countries (see list on 
Scrapbook page as well as perspectives on the 8yr anniversary from a few of 
our contributors). Stay tuned for activities, updates, events and more!

~ The winter-spring issue will be released January 22nd. 9/22, 1/22 and 
5/22 will be our publication schedule going forward with reminders and 
updates sent out accordingly. The deadline for the next issue will be 
December 15th. Please let us know if you have any questions and we will be 
happy to answer them for you.

~ We have a presence on Facebook via our fan page & a Twitter account 
(@WriteplcWritetm) which offers insights, quotes, tools and resources. 
Visit Facebook.com and stop by The-Write-Place-at-the-Write-Time-
literary-journal page.

© 2016 The Write Place at the Write Time
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